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Dear Student

This letter contains the following:

• The solutions to Assignment 01 and Assignment 02 (Tutorial Letter 101)

• Examination hints and an example of a previous examination paper

• A formula sheet

The formula sheet that will be included in the examination paper is provided in this letter. However,
it is your responsibility to understand how and where the formulae can be used. Not all formulae
that are provided may be used to answer the examination paper and the list does not necessarily
represent the only formulae that you will use in the examination. The list is only an aid to help you;
it is not complete.

Remember to visit myUnisa regularly. The announcements on myUnisa contain study notes explain-
ing concepts to help you master the subject. The study notes are also e-mailed to students. Please
remember you may join the discussion forum to discuss module-related problems.

If you encounter any problems with the module or the solutions, please contact me by phone at
+27 (0)12 433 4670 or by e-mail at mulaump@unisa.ac.za.

Kind regards

Prof MP Mulaudzi
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1 Compulsory Assignments

You may use Excel, Maxima and/or your pocket calculator to do the computations.

1.1 Questions and Solutions: Compulsory Assignment 01

Question 1

Solve the following system of equations:




1 2 3
−1 4 2
3 −6 0





x1
x2
x3


 =




3
2

−1




The following thus holds:

1. x1 =
4

3
and x3 = 0.

2. x1 = −4

3
and x3 = −2.

3. x2 = 1 and x3 = −1.

4. System does not have a solution.

5. None of the above.

Solution: Option 1

Observe that we can write the system of the above equations as




1 2 3 3
−1 4 2 2
3 −6 0 −1




We apply elementary row operation R1 +R2 → R2 and (−3)R1 +R3 → R3 to obtain




1 2 3 3
0 6 5 5
0 −12 −9 −10




Moreover, apply the elementary row operation (2)R2 +R3 → R3 to get




1 2 3 3
0 6 5 5
0 0 1 0
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It then follows that x3 = 0, x2 =
5

6
and x1 =

4

3
.

Question 2

Suppose you have R100 to invest for one year. There are two possible investments X and Y. In-
vestment X is a one-year investment which promises an annually compounded interest rate of 12,5%
per annum. Investment Y is another one year investment which gives the investor a continuously
compounded interest rate of 12% per annum. Which investment is preferable?

1. Investment X .

2. Investment Y .

3. Both investments.

4. None of the above.

Solution: Option 2

Future value of the investment X = 100(1 + 0,125)

= R112,50.

Future value of the investment Y = 100 exp(0,12)

= R112,75.

Question 3

Suppose you purchase an asset at R60 at time zero which pays a dividend of 15% of the initial asset
price, and one year later the asset price rises to R75. What will be the rate of return of this asset?

1. 0,25.

2. 1,50.

3. 0,30.

4. 0,40.

5. None of the above.

Solution: Option 4

Rate of return =
75− 60 + 9

60
= 0,40.
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Question 4

Security returns

1. are based on both macro events and firm-specific events.

2. are based on firm-specific events only.

3. are usually positively correlated with each other.

4. option 1 and 2.

5. option 1 and 3.

Solution: Option 5

Question 5

The single-factor model

1. greatly reduces the number of required calculations, relative to those required by the Markowitz
model.

2. enhances the understanding of systematic versus nonsystematic risk.

3. greatly increases the number of required calculations, relative to those required by the Markowitz
model.

4. option 1 and 2.

5. option 2 and 3.

Solution: Option 4

Question 6

In the single-factor model represented by the equation ri = ai + bif + ei, the term ei represents

1. the impact of unanticipated macroeconomic events on security i’s return.

2. the impact of unanticipated firm-specific events on security i’s return.

3. the impact of anticipated macroeconomic events on security i’s return.

4. the impact of anticipated firm-specific events on security i’s return.
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5. the impact of changes in the market on security i’s return.

Solution: Option 2

Question 7

The security market line associated with the single-factor model is a plot of

1. the security’s returns on the vertical axis and the market index’s return on the horizontal axis.

2. the market index’s returns on the vertical axis and the security’s returns on the horizontal axis.

3. the security’s excess returns on the vertical axis and the market index’s excess returns on the
horizontal axis.

4. the market index’s excess returns on the vertical axis and the security’s excess returns on the
horizontal axis.

5. the security’s returns on the vertical axis and Beta on the horizontal axis.

Solution: Option 3

Question 8

Consider the security market line associated with the single-factor model. The alpha of a stock is
0%. The return on the market index is 14%. The risk-free rate of return is 4%. The stock earns a
return that exceeds the risk-free rate by 15% and there are no firm-specific events affecting the stock
performance. The β of the stock is...

1. 0,93.

2. 0,53.

3. 1,07.

4. 1,36.

5. 1,50.

Solution: Option 5
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The security market line associated with the single-factor model is given by

r̄i − rf = αi + βi(r̄m − rf)

.

Since αi = 0%, it then follows that

βi =
r̄i − rf

r̄m − rf
=

0,15

0,14− 0,04
=

0,15

0,1
= 1,50.

Question 9

Consider the following diagram which gives the relationship between risk, σ, and expected return, r̄.

Which points lie on the minimum-variance set?

1. T, E and U .

2. H, S and W .

3. E and W .

4. T, E, H, U, S and W .

5. W, E, H, and U .

Solution: Option 5
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Question 10

An investor considers investing in a new portfolio P whose return depends on the state of the economy.
Suppose an investment analyst predicts the following possible rates of return for the portfolio.

Economic state Rate of return Probability
Depression −30% 0,05
Recession 0% 0,20
Normal 10% 0,50

Mild Boom 20% 0,20
Major Boom 50% 0,05

The standard deviation of the rates of return (to two decimal places) for the portfolio is equal to

1. 10,05%.

2. 15,67%.

3. 14,14%.

4. 7,4%.

5. None of the above

Solution: Option 3

E[rP ] = (−0,30)(0,05) + (0,00)(0,2) + (0,10)(0,50) + (0,20)(0,20) + (0,50)(0,05)

= 0,10

= 10%.

σP =
√

(−0,40)2(0,05) + (−0,10)2(0,2) + (0,00)2(0,50) + (0,10)2(0,20) + (0,40)2(0,05)

=
√

0,02

= 0,1414 = 14,14%.
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1.2 Questions: Compulsory Assignment 02

Question 1

Consider a financial market consisting of two shares F and G. The probability distributions of rates
of return for these shares are summarised in the following table:

Share F Share G
Probability Rate of return Probability Rate of return
0,40 35% 0,10 40%
0,30 10% 0,20 20%
0,30 -20% 0,40 10%

0,20 0%
0,10 -20%

Assume that the correlation ρFG = −0,5.

1.1 Calculate the expected value and standard deviation of the rate of return for each of the two
shares.

1.2 Consider a portfolio P with the proportions α and 1 − α invested in F and G, respectively.
Express the mean rate of return and the standard deviation of the rates of return of the portfolio
in terms of α.

1.3 Let α = 0; 0,1; 0,2; . . . ; 1 and determine the mean rate of return and the standard deviation of
the rates of return for portfolio P for each value of α.

Tabulate the values in a table with the following headings:

weight standard deviation mean rate of return
α σP r̄P

1.4 Plot the values of the portfolio on a mean-standard deviation diagram.

Question 2

Consider three assets with:

r̄1 = 10% r̄2 = 12% r̄3 = 15%
σ2
1 = 0,09 σ2

2 = 0,25 σ2
3 = 0,16

and σij = 0 for all i,j = 1; 2; 3, with i �= j.

2.1 Formulate the Lagrangean equations to find the weights for the minimum-variance portfolio.
Suppose the expected return for the portfolio is r̄ and short selling is allowed. Write the system
of equations in matrix form.
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2.2 Determine the weights of the minimum-variance portfolio with r̄ = 14%. You may use a
computer package to solve the system of equations.

2.3 What is the standard deviation of the rates of return on the minimum-variance portfolio?

Question 3

Suppose the expected rate of return on the market portfolio is 14% and the rate of return on T-bills
(the risk-free rate) is 7%. The standard deviation of the rates of return on the market portfolio is
25%. Assume that the market portfolio is efficient.

3.1 The security market line indicates the relation between the expected return of an asset i in
terms of its covariance σiM with the market. Determine the equation of the security market
line in terms of its covariance σiM .

3.2 Represent the equation on a (σiM ;r̄)- diagram.

3.3 Suppose the covariance between a company A in the country and the market is 0,045. Determine
the expected rate of return for the company. Indicate the coordinates of A on the diagram in
(3.2).

3.4 The security market line also indicates the relation of the risk of an asset i in terms of its beta.
Determine the equation of the security market line in terms βi.

3.5 Represent the equation of the security market line on a (βi;r̄)- diagram.

3.6 If company A has a covariance 0,045 with the market, determine the company’s beta value and
the expected rate of return. Indicate the coordinates of A on the diagram in (3.5).

1.3 Solutions: Compulsory Assignment 02

Question 1

1.1 We have used Excel to produce the tables below:

Share F
Rate of Weighted Squared Squared deviation

Probability return value deviation times probability
0,40 0,35 0,14 0,0576 0,02304
0,30 0,10 0,03 0,0001 0,00003
0,30 -0,20 -0,06 0,0961 0,02883

Expected rate
of return 0,11
Standard
deviation 0,2278
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Share G
Rate of Weighted Squared Squared deviation

Probability return value deviation times probability
0,10 0,40 0,04 0,0900 0,00900
0,20 0,20 0,04 0,0100 0,00200
0,40 -0,10 -0,04 0,0000 0,00000
0,20 0,00 -0,00 0,0100 0,00200
0,10 -0,20 -0,02 0,0900 0,00900

Expected rate
of return 0,10
Standard
deviation 0,1483

1.2

E[RP ] = 0,11α+ 0,10(1− α)

= 0,01α+ 0,10

σ(RP ) =
√
α2(0,2278)2 + (1− α)2(0,1483)2 + 2α(1− α)(−0,5)(0,1483)(0,2278)

=
√

0,10768α2 − 0,07778α+ 0,022

1.3

α 1− α σ(RP ) E[RP ]
0 1 0,148 0,100
0,1 0,9 0,124 0,101
0,2 0,8 0,104 0,102
0,3 0,7 0,091 0,103
0,4 0,6 0,090 0,104
0,5 0,5 0,100 0,105
0,6 0,4 0,119 0,106
0,7 0,3 0,143 0,107
0,8 0,2 0,169 0,108
0,9 0,1 0,198 0,109
1 0 0,228 0,110
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1.4

Question 2

2.1 We denote the variance of asset i by σ2
i or σii. The Lagrangian equations that correspond to

the three assets are:

σi1w1 + σi2w2 + σi3w3 − λr̄i − µ = 0 for i = 1,2,3

w1r̄1 + w2r̄2 + w3r̄3 = r̄

w1 + w2 + w3 = 1

13
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By utilising the given data, we obtain the following system of linear equations:

0,09w1 − 0,1λ− µ = 0

0,25w2 − 0,12λ− µ = 0

0,16w1 − 0,15λ− µ = 0

0,1w1 + 0,12w2 + 0,15w3 = r̄

w1 + w2 + w3 = 1

The matrix form of the above system of equations is as follows:




0,09 0 0 −0,1 −1
0 0,25 0 −0,12 −1
0 0 0,16 −0,15 −1

0,1 0,12 0,15 0 0
1 1 1 0 0







w1

w2

w3

λ

µ



=




0
0
0
r̄

1




2.2 When r̄ = 14%, the weights of the minimum-variance portfolio (MVP) are found to be




w1

w2

w3

λ

µ



=




0,0792
0,2013
0,7195
2,16

−0,21




2.3

σMV P =
√
w2

1σ
2
1 + w2

2σ
2
2 + w2

3σ
2
3

=
√
(0,0792)2(0,09) + (0,2013)2(0,25) + (0,7195)2(0,16)

=
√
0,09352

= 0,3058

= 30,58%
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Question 3

3.1 Security market line:

r̄i = rf +
(r̄M − rf)

σ2
M

σiM

= 0,07 +
(0,14− 0,07)

(0,25)2
σiM

= 0,07 + 1,12σiM

3.2

3.3

r̄A = 0,07 + (1,12)(0,045) = 0,1204
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3.4

r̄i = 0,07 + 0,07βi = 0,1204

3.5

3.6 The beta of company A is given by

βA =
σAM

σ2
M

=
0,045

0,0625
= 0,72.

Therefore:

r̄A = 0,07 + (0,07)(0,72) = 0,1204.
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2 Examination hints

All references are to the prescribed textbook, Luenberger.

1. A formula sheet will be provided. This list is not complete. Make sure you know the definition
or how to calculate the following:

• rate of return r (p 138)

• total return R (p 138)

• expected value (or mean) x̄ (p 142)

• standard deviation σx (p 143)

• covariance (σij) (p 145)

• mean rate of return of a portfolio r̄ (p 150)

• standard deviation of a portfolio σ (p 150)

• variance σ2

• Sharpe’s index (p 186)

• Jensen’s index

• β of an asset (p 177)

• β of a portfolio (p 181)

• price of risk (p 176)

• equation of a single-factor model (p 199)

• equation of a capital market line (p 176)

• equation of a security market line (p 182)

• expected utility

• systematic and unsystematic risk (p 182)

• pricing formula of the CAPM model

• minimum-variance portfolio

2. The assessment criteria (Tutorial Letter 101, pp 10–11) are very important. The question paper
is based on these criteria.

3. Ensure that you understand all the examples in the prescribed textbook and the examples in
the study notes of the study guide.

4. Do the assignments in Tutorial Letter 101 and all exercises in the study guide.

5. You should be able to interpret (or explain) your answers.

6. Examples of typical questions:
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• Derive the formula to determine the standard deviation of a portfolio.

• Formulate the Markowitz model to determine the minimum-variance portfolio.

• Apply the Lagrangian method to derive the equations for an efficient set (p 159).

• Illustrate the minimum-variance set and the efficient set on a
(r̄ − σ) diagram (p 157).

• Illustrate the efficient set on a (r̄ − σ) diagram if a risk-free asset is available (p 166).

• Formulate and apply the one-fund or two-fund theorem.

• Formulate and apply the CAPM model.

• Determine the equation of a security market line or a capital market line, and draw a
graph of the equation.

• Explain how the CAPM model can be derived from a single-factor model (p 205).

• Define and calculate standard parameters if assets are described by a factor model.

• Formulate and apply the arbitrage pricing theory (APT) (p 209).

• Apply the pricing formula of the CAPM model and interpret your answer (p 188).

• Characterise an investor’s profile (Study Guide, appendix 6).

• Explain type A and type B arbitrage.

• Construct a portfolio that gives maximum utility for a given wealth (p 243).

• Formulate and apply the positive state price theorem (p 249).

7. When representing an equation on a graph, remember to indicate the relevant coordinates on
the graph and use a proper scale on the x-axis and on the y-axis. A general graph will not be
sufficient.

8. The duration of the examination is two hours. Do not spend too much time on one question.

9. When formulating a theorem and when a formula or equation is part of the answer, remember
to explain all the variables. A formula without an explanation is not sufficient.

10. Do not try to guess before the examination what will be asked. The questions will cover all
the study units.
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3 Formula sheet

FORMULAE/FORMULES

r̄ = E(r) =
m∑
i=1

piri

σ2 = var(r) = E[(r − r̄)2]

σ12 = E[(x1 − x̄1)(x2 − x̄2)]

ρ12 =
σ12

σ1σ2

σ2

P =
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

wiwjσij

n∑
j=1

σijwj − λr̄i − µ = 0 i = 1; . . . ;n

r̄ = rf + (
r̄M − rf

σM
)σ

r̄i − rf = βi(r̄M − rf)

βi =
σiM

σ2
M

s2 =
1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

(ri − r̄)2

P =
Q̄

1 + rf + β(r̄M − rf )

a(x) = −
U ′′(x)

U ′(x)

E[U(x)] =
n∑

i=1

piU(xi)

P = E[
d

R∗
]

P =

S∑
s=1

dsψs
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4 Examination Questions

The questions in this section have been taken from a previous examination paper and they give
you an indication of the standard of the examination. Please try to send me your answers for
marking and comments.

Question 1

1.1 Suppose there are n assets with random rates of return r1; . . . ; rn and expected rates of return
r̄1, . . . r̄n. Assume that a portfolio consists of these assets using weights wi,i = 1; . . . ;n. Show
that the variance of the rate of return of the portfolio satisfies σ2

P =
∑

i,j wiwjσij , where σij is
the covariance between assets i and j. (4)

1.2 Suppose a portfolio is constructed by taking equal portions of the n assets in question 1.1.
Assume that the assets are mutually uncorrelated. Suppose the variance of each asset is equal
to σ2. Show that as n increases, the risk of the portfolio will be reduced. (6)

[10]

Question 2

The covariance between assets 1 and 2 is σ12 = 0,01. Additional data are provided in the following
table:

asset r̄ σ

1 0,15 0,20
2 0,10 0,16

2.1 Suppose portions w1 and w2 are invested in asset 1 and asset 2 respectively, and assume that
short selling is allowed. Formulate the Markowitz problem to find the weights of a feasible
portfolio A with minimum variance, if the expected rate of return of the portfolio is r̄ = 0,13.
Derive the Langrangian equations to calculate the minimum-variance weights. Write the set of
equations in matrix form. Do not solve the set of equations. (11)

2.2 Suppose the minimum-variance solution of the problem in question 2.1 is w1 =
3

5
and w2 =

2

5
,

and the standard deviation σA = 0,1526. That is, A is the MVP (minimum-variance point) on
an efficient frontier.

Assume that portfolio B is another portfolio, consisting of asset 1 and asset 2, on the same
efficient frontier, with the expected rate of return equal to 0,14. How would you construct a
new portfolio on this efficient frontier? Give an expression for the expected rate of return of
this new portfolio. (2)
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2.3 Determine the coordinates of A and B and draw the efficient frontier on a (r̄ − σ) diagram.
Indicate the positions of A and B on the graph.

(5)

2.4 Suppose C is a risk-free asset with an interest rate of rf = 0,10. Show on the graph in question
2.3 how the efficient frontier changes with the addition of C. When both borrowing and lending
at the risk-free rate are allowed, show on the graph the unique fund F of the risky assets, which
is efficient. (2)

[20]

Question 3

3.1 Formulate the capital asset pricing model (CAPM). (3)

Assume that the expected rate of return on a market portfolio is 13% and the current
risk-free rate is 9%. The standard deviation of the rates of return of the market is
25%.

3.2 Determine the equation of the capital market line. Use a graph to represent the equation on a
(r̄ − σ) diagram and indicate the market portfolio on the graph. (3)

3.3 Suppose you invest in the market and in a risk-free savings account. Assume that you can
borrow and invest at the risk-free rate. If an expected rate of return of 20% is desired, what
would be the standard deviation of this position? If you have R1 000 to invest, how would you
obtain this position? (4)

[10]

Question 4

Consider an investment scenario in which the risk-free rate of return is 11%, the expected
rate of return of the market is 15%, and the standard deviation of the rates of return of
the market is 30%. Assume that the assumptions of the capital asset pricing model hold.
Consider an efficient portfolio A consisting of the risk-free investment and an investment
in the market.

4.1 If A yields an expected rate of return of 13%, what is its beta? Is A riskier than the market?
Justify your answer. (3)

4.2 Draw a graph of the security market line on a (β; r̄) set of axis, indicating the coordinates of
the market and portfolio A. (3)
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4.3 Determine the variance of the rates of return of portfolio A. Split the total variance into
amounts attributed to systematic and nonsystematic risk. (4)

4.4 Determine the covariance of A with the market. (1)

4.5 If the current price of one unit of A is R0,95 and the expected payout after one period is R1,00,
should you consider investing? Use the pricing formula of the CAPM (capital asset pricing
model) to justify your answer.

(4)

[15]

Question 5

Suppose an investor has a utility function u(x) = 1− e−0,2x, where x is the total wealth.

5.1 Identify the risk profile of the investor. Justify your answer. (2)

5.2 If the wealth of the investor increases, will he/she invest more money in a risky investment?
Apply the Arrow-Pratt measure to justify your answer. (3)

[5]

Question 6

Bheki considers investing in a new risky business opportunity and in a risk-free investment. For each
one rand invested, the expected total return is as follows

Total return Probability
Business is a success 3 0,3
Business is a failure 0 0,7

Risk-free investment 1,2 1

Suppose he invests an amount θ1 in the business opportunity and an amount θ2 in the risk-free
investment. Suppose both the risk and the risk-free opportunities have a unit price of 1. Assume
that Bheki decides to use u(x) = ln(x) as a utility function and that he has w rand to invest.
Formulate the optimisation problem and determine how much he should invest in both opportunities
if he wishes to maximise his expected utility. If he has R10 000 available, how much should be
invested in the business opportunity and how much in the risk-free investment?

[10]
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TOTAL: 70

Summary of the answers and hints

Remember to show all your calculations and justify all your answers. The following answers are
only to verify whether you are on the correct track. Please try to send me your answers for
marking and comments.

Question 1

1.1 See Luenberger, page 150.

1.2 Use the answer of 1.1 and let wi =
1

n
and wj =

1

n
. Remember to justify the steps (for example,

indicate that σii = σ2 and σij = 0 if i �= j).

Question 2

2.1 See Luenberger, pages 158 and 159, as well as Assignment 02, question 2. Note that when you
formulate the Markowitz problem, substitute the numerical σij and r̄i values in the formulas on
the top of page 158. To derive the Lagrangian equations give the Lagrangian equation L and
calculate the partial derivatives ∂L

∂w1

, ∂L
∂w2

, ∂L
∂λ

and ∂L
∂µ
. Then give the Lagrangian equations and

write the set of equations in matrix form. If the question only reads “Formulate the Lagrangian
equation”, you may substitute the σij and r̄i values directly into equations (6.5a), (6.5b) and
(6.5c). Equation (6.5a) is on the formula sheet.

2.2 Apply the two-fund theorem (p 163) and invest proportion α in A and (1 − α) in B. Then
rnew = α(0,13) + (1− α)(0,14).

2.3 rA = (0,1526; 0,13) and rB = (0,1726; 0,14).
(Remember that α(0,15) + (1− α)0,10 = 0,14 should hold for B.)

Indicate coordinates of A and B on the diagram. Draw a curve through points A and B. (Please
note that it is not a straight line.) Use a proper scale on the axis. See graph (b) on Luenberger,
page 157.

2.4 See Luenberger, page 167. Draw a straight line from the risk-free position tangent to the
efficient frontier. Indicate the position of F.
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Question 3

3.1 See Luenberger, page 177 (equations 7.2 and 7.3). Remember, the sentence before the two
equations is important. A formula or equation without any explanation is not good enough.

3.2 r̄ = 0,09 + 016σ. Indicate the values and positions of rf and M on the graph.

3.3 σ = 0,6875
Solve 0,20 + α(0,09) + (1 − α)(0,13). Thus, borrow R750 from the bank and invest R1 750 in
the market.

Question 4

4.1 Solve 0,13 = 0,11 + βA(0,15− 0,11). Since βA < 1, it is less risky.

4.2 Draw a graph of r̄ = 0,11 + 0,04β on the diagram. Use a proper scale and indicate the
coordinates of A and B and the risk-free asset.

4.3 Since A is efficient, σ2
A = β2

Aσ
2
M = (0,5)2(0,30)2. Apply the formula on page 182 and remember

that there is no unsystematic risk, since A is efficient.

4.4 σAM = (0,5)(0,30)2

4.5 Apply equation 7.6 on page 187.

Question 5

5.1 u′(x) > 0 and u′′(x) < 0; hence, u is concave and the decision-maker is risk averse.

5.2 RA = 0,2. Since RA is a constant value, Bheki will not increase the risky investment.

Question 6

This problem is similar to the example in Luenberger, page 244. Suppose θ1 is the risky asset and
θ2 is the risk-free asset, then θ1 + θ2 = W . Outcome1 (if the venture is a success) is 3θ1 + 1,2θ2.
Outcome2 (if the venture is a failure) is 1,2θ2. Write down the expected utility E[u] and maximise the
expected utility. After algebraic manipulation the equation to solve is 0,54

1,8θ1+1,2W
= 0,84

1,2W−1,2θ1
. The

solution is θ1 = −0,167W and θ2 = 1,167W ; hence, invest all the wealth in the risk-free investment.
If short selling is allowed or possible, you may short the risky asset and invest the income in the
risk-free asset.
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